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The Reformation coincided with a boom in the publication of
astrological almanacs and astrology became a potent means of
propagandising for differing political positions. One of the most notable
Reformation astrologers was Philipp Melanchthon (1497-1560),
professor of Greek at Wittenberg from 1518, where he became one of
Martin Luther’s closest friends and collaborators.1 In 1521 he briefly
found himself leader of the Reformation when Luther was confined in
the Wartburg. His interest in astrology and his position at the centre of
the Reformation raises important questions concerning the possible use
of astrological forecasts of the Reformation’s future course. Martin
Luther’s birth chart was to become a focus of debate amongst astrologers
who wished to establish whether he was a new messiah or the AntiChrist.
The Lichtenberger Prophecy
The astrological debates concerning Luther’s destiny took place in the
context of an earlier prophecy which dated back to 1415, when Jan Hus,
the Bohemian religious reformer, was burned at the stake. According to
this prophecy a new reformer, perhaps even the Messiah, would be born
a hundred years later, and when it was included in Johannes
Lichtenberger’s predictions, published in Heidelberg in 1488, it became
part of the currency of late fifteenth century prognostication.2
Luther himself took this prophecy personally when he wrote that ‘St.
Johann Hus has prophesied about me, when in prison in Bohemia he
wrote: they are roasting a goose [Hus = goose in Bohemian] now; but in
a hundred years they are going to hear a swan sing for which they shall
suffer. That it shall be, as God wants’.3 Naturally his enemies placed a
different interpretation on the prophecy, for in their view the leader of
the Reformation was in league with the Devil.
The extent to which astrological forecasts may have influenced the
general apocalyptic mood of the Reformation is still to be satisfactorily
dealt with. When, for example, Luther nailed his 95 theses to the door of
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the court church at Wittenberg in October 1517, issuing his public
challenge to Rome, he cannot have been unaware of the forecasts that the
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction of 1524 warned of a second great deluge.4
It was actually in 1524 that Luther himself arranged for a new
publication of Lichtenberger’s predictions, which had placed the birth of
the Messiah in 1484 on the basis of that year’s Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction, adding a new preface by himself. Luther, who was born in
1483/4, clearly believed that the forecast referred to him, but used it as a
starting point for his own personal statements on the correct theological
attitude to astrology.5
Was sagen wir denn zum Lichtenberger und des gleichen? Das
sage ich. Erstlich/ Den grund seiner Sternkunst halt ich fur recht/
aber die kunst ungewis/ das ist/ Die zeichen am hymel und auff
erden feylen gewiβlich nicht/ Es sind Gotts und der Engel werck/
warnen und kunst darauff zu machen ist nichts/ und ynn die sterne
solchs zu fassen. Zum andern/ es mag dennoch wol daneben sein/
das yhn Gott odder sein Engel bewegt habe/ viel stucke/ wilche
gleich zutreffen/ zu schreiben/ wie wol yhn das Gott sehen lieβe/
das die Kunst yngewisse sey/ hat er yhn lassen f eylen etliche mal.
Und ist das summa summarum davon/ Christen sollen nichts nach
selcher weissagung fragen/ denn sie haben sich Gott ergeben/
durffen solchs drewens und warnens nicht. Weil aber der
Lichtenberger die zeichen des hymels anzeucht/ so sollen sich
die gottlosen herren und lenden fur allen solchen weissagungen
furchten.
What are we then saying about Lichtenberger and his like? This is
what I say. Firstly I consider the rational basis of his celestial art as
right, while the art itself is uncertain. That is, the signs in heaven
and on earth do not fail. They are the work of God and the angels,
sent to warn us, and it is nothing to make an art out of it and to
attribute such connections to the stars. Secondly next to this it
nevertheless might be that God or his angels have moved him
[Lichtenberger] to make many forecasts which have come true, but
to let him understand that the art is uncertain God has let him fail
many times.
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And this is our conclusion: Christians should not ask for such a
prophecy because they have devoted themselves to God and
therefore don't need such readings and predictions.But because
Lichtenberger indicates the signs of the sky, godless people
become afraid of all such prophecies.’
Luther’s Horoscope
The central question for any contemporary astrologer keen to know
whether Luther was the Messiah or the anti-Christ, was his date, place
and time of birth. Melanchthon studied astrology at Thubingen under
Johannes Stoeffler from 1512-1518 and from then on he considered
knowledge of astrology to be a standard part of humanism.
Melanchthon’s correspondence indicates that in 1530 his interest was
increasingly focused on astrology.6 Until now he had been occupied
defending the Reformation in texts such as the Augsburg Confession.
Now he was able to devote himself to the interests he had brought from
Swabia to Saxony. It was also in 1530 that Lucus Gauricus, the wellknown Italian astrologer, is said to have come to Berlin.7 Gauricus, an
enthusiastic supporter of the Roman Catholic Church, was now under the
jurisdiction of Joachim I, the Elector of Brandenburg, who had himself
resisted pressure for a reformation of the Church in his territory, and also
employed his own astrologer, Johann Carion.
During Gauricus’ visit to Joachim I he began a correspondence with
Melanchthon, who was based in Wittenberg, the capital of Lutheran
Saxony.8 Their particular interest was the time and date of Luther’s birth.
Melanchthon was Luther’s closest friend and companion, and at the same
time a passionate astrologer, and even though Gauricus was a Catholic, it
was therefore natural for him to consult Gauricus in his rectification of
Luther’s ‘Constallatio’. The matter was of great political importance:
was the founder of the Reformation born in the year 1484, under a
powerful concentration of planets in the bad sign of Scorpio, and
therefore the Antichrist? Or perhaps in 1483 with more favourable
planetary alignments, perhaps indicating that he was destined for the
vacant post as ‘the New Pope in the New Rome, Wittenberg’.
However, not only could Luther’s mother not remember the time of
her son’s birth, even though in one account she reported that he was born
at midnight, but Luther himself had made different statements about his
chart, and even his year of birth was open to dispute.9 Luther of course,
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was well aware of the propaganda uses to which his horoscope would
have been put.
Forgery and Truth
As an authority in the field Melanchthon had a free hand to rectify
Luther’s horoscope as he saw fit, using the known events of his life to
determine a likely birth time. However, he offered to consult with his
colleagues. In 1532 he wrote to another astrologer, Schonerum, almost
certainly Johannes Schoener, who was based in Nuremberg that the birth
time of 9 pm (on October 22, 1484) was rectified by Carion. In this chart
the stellium of Sun, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and Saturn in Scorpio fell in
the 5th house. Did the astrologer see this as a beneficial indication, and
was this chart rectified for political reasons rather than astrological?
Melanchthon’s doubts continued and in 1539 he wrote to his friend
Osiander, ‘We are in doubt about Luther's birth time. The day is certain,
almost the hour, midnight, as I myself have heard his mother saying. I
think the year was 1484. But we drew several charts. Gauricus accepted
the horoscope of 1484’.11 Melanchthon’s student Erasmus Reinhold
(1511-1553), used this chart many years later but with the comment
‘Coniecturalis’, indicating the speculative character of the calculation.12
By accepting 1484 as Luther’s year of birth Gauricus was setting out an
unfavourable horoscope for Luther,13 a precedent followed later on by
Cardan in Italy.
Gauricus’ preferred birth time for Luther was 1:10 am, while Philo
Pfeil argued for 3:22 am, both for October 22nd 1484.14 In Gauricus’
version Mars falls in the 1st house - a more aggressive component and
the concentration of planets in Scorpio falls in the 9th, the house of
religion. His conclusion was that Luther was more likely sent by Satan
than God:
Martin had been a monk for many years and learned to live the
monastic life. He married an abbess of tall stature from Wittenberg
who gave birth to two children. The meeting of five planets in
the sign of Scorpio in the ninth house, which the Arabs assign to
religion, is strange and sufficiently frightening. It makes him
a
sinner, a heretic, the worst enemy of Christian religion and it
makes him profane. When the Ascendant by direction was
conjunct Mars the Infidel perished. His depraved soul went to hell
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where it is continually tortured with glowing whips by Allectus,
Tesiphon and Megera.15
Gauricus’ conclusion is substantiated by astrological arguments, but we
have to take into account the possibility that his work was influenced by
his own position in the service of Catholic lords. It is possible that
Gauricus was making a public statement of opposition to Luther in order
to safeguard his own position. Was there, perhaps, some understanding
between astrologers that their public words did not always reflect their
private positions?
The Italian astrologer Jerome Cardan used the same data as Gauricus,
but criticised his interpretation, which in his view lacked the appropriate
Counter-Reformational fervour. He also changed the year of birth to
1483, which was increasingly used as an alternative to 1484,16 a
precedent followed by Melanchthon himself. Cardan, meanwhile, was
even more disapproving of Luther than Gauricus, perhaps because, like
Gauricus, he wished to safeguard his position by demonstrating his
loyalty to Rome.17 Melanchthon subsequently repeated his belief that
Luther was born in 1483 in the deanship-book of Wittenberg University
as well as in his eulogy for Luther.18
Thirty years after Luther’s death, Johann Garcaeus published a
collection of natal horoscopes in which Luther’s birth data were given as
11.20 pm on November 10th 1483, the date which is now accepted as
Luther’s official birthday. Like Gauricus, Garcaeus placed Luther’s natal
Moon in the ninth house, representing religious and ecclesiastical affairs.
Aby Warburg reckons that ‘the empathic natural vitality’ of Gauricus’
original Italian chart continued to have an effect on Garcaeus.19 He also
mentioned that in 1617 the whole subject of Luther’s disputed birth time
was ‘scientifically solved by the Protestants...’20
The question of Luther’s birth date was revived when a note by Luther
was found in the archive of Melanchthon's house at Bretten, consisting of
an outline of his life. The so-called page of Bretten implies that the
reformer was born towards midnight on November 11th 1484.
Melanchthon, then, was right to question Luther’s birth data. The saga of
the conflicting birth charts published for Luther raises two vital questions
in the history of astrology. First there is the problem of conflicting
astrological techniques and interpretations. Second, and more important
from an historical perspective, is the problem of how far, at a time of
intense political and religious conflict, astrologers felt compelled to
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shape their public pronouncements to satisfy political and theological
pressures.
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